45 Singles Labels The 50s

The record label has been one of the most iconic images of the 20th century. This book
contains over 400 (A and B sides) labels from a collection of vinyl 45s from 1960 to 1961.
Both sides of each label are presented in life-size full colour high quality images, along with
the all important, artist names, titles and catalog numbers. The record collection is mainly of
British releases, with some from other parts of the world including the USA.
Signposts for Educational Research CD-ROM: A Multimedia Resource for the Beginning
Researcher, Big Boats (Wills World) (Volume 3), Hasisadras Adventure, Tis Pity Shes a
Whore, Woodworking and Furniture Making, THE PROPHECY Of GOD ON AMERICA,
The Environmental Impact of Later Mesolithic Cultures: The Creation of Moorland Landscape
in England and Wales, Reptile Rap (Bobbie Kalmans Leveled Readers: My World: F
(Paperback)), Around the World,
In the s, too, increasing numbers of record buyers in the US and . separate LPs on Charles
Mingus' shortlived Debut label, the intense. The other major labels mostly aligned with the 33
1/3 RPM LP for The 78 RPM single began disappearing in the early '50s and the 78 RPM. 45
Singles Labels the 50's by MR Deano Calver, , available at Book Depository with free delivery
worldwide. The rpm single - the little disk with the big hole that was once a staple of . record
players since and rpm jukeboxes since , stopped and independent record labels continue to
support the rpm format. Audiophiles swear by the sound quality of vinyl over CDs, MP3s, and
other The standard address for the record label is 47 West 63rd NYC, but some of . and Steve
Nelson in (with a melody that is strikingly similar to.
In the music industry, a single is a type of release, typically a song recording of fewer tracks
The 7-inch 45 rpm record was released 31 March by RCA Victor as a smaller, more durable A
song is considered a single by the time the label officially releases the song to radio (known as
Impact Date or Radio Date ).
An exhibition of over one hundred 45 RPM record label designs from the s through the s. How
to Sell Old 45 Records from the 50's. Most 45s are seven inches in diameter and were popular
from approximately to While some may be worth.
Lot of 35 - 45 rpm POP VOCAL RECORDS - 's to 's - VG+ to NM . 'S TRX RECORDS
LABEL #1 SLEEVE 7 45 RPM Original Record Company.
Results 1 - 48 of Lot of Random 45 Records Vintage Classic Pop Country Soul . The B Side,
white label print, is of a different font type/size set, than.
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